Foreword to Dragonfly Dreams
By Katherine Paterson

Some years ago I read Eleanor McCallie Cooper’s account of her aunt’s
remarkable life. When she was a student in New York City, Grace McCallie Divine met
and married a young Chinese engineer. After their first child was born, they took their
baby daughter to the coastal city of Tianjin where Mr. Liu was employed in the city’s
water works.
Since my own parents were in China from 1923-1940, and I was born there in
1932, Grace’s family story reminded me in many ways of my own. Even more parallels
existed between their daughter Julia (Ju-lan in Chinese, nicknamed Nini) and me. We
were born the same year. We both began our primary education in English speaking
schools and lived for a time in port cities divided into concessions independently
governed by various Western authorities—the Lius in Tianjin, the Womeldorfs in
Shanghai. And if the previous sentence makes no sense, please read this book. Even
if the story weren’t engaging, which it certainly is, Cooper’s clear explanation of
China’s complex relationship with the rest of the world is well worth your time.
Japan invaded China in 1937. I can well remember how life changed when we
moved out of the protected French Concession of Shanghai into Japanese occupied
territory. But US citizens were ordered out of China by the American Embassy in late
1940. Grace Liu did not follow that order. She chose to remain with her Chinese
husband and half Chinese children. After Pearl Harbor, the protected foreign
concessions disappeared, and Grace was declared an “enemy alien.” Cooper’s earlier
book spells out the danger for her and the consequences for her family during the
war years from 1941-1945.
In Dragonfly Dreams, the author’s imagination goes to work on those same
events. How would Grace’s nine-year-old daughter have felt and acted during this
perilous time? As a child in China I know how I felt, certainly at times as fearful as Nini,
never quite as recklessly brave, though I’d have admired her kicking that cruel soldier
and wished I’d had the nerve.
This is an account of family love and sacrifice, interwoven with the story of
Nini’s treasured, war-threatened friendship.
The author tells us her book is based on a true story, the historical dates and
facts forming a structure, “but,” she says, “the content of the story, the letter that goes

inside the envelope, is fictional.” As a wise person has said: “The truth of the
imagination is not imaginary truth.”
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